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'Quality Breakout'
spring In our
SPRING IS a good time for
making a fresh start.
We have made great strides
with regard to quahty. But we
need to intensify our efforts to
eradicate defects. We must put
'spring in our steps" towards
quality improvement.
At a one-day senior
management workshop, a
decision was taken to create a
strategy to match our vision
of becoming 'the best'.
This initiative has been
named 'Quality Breakout' and,
as the name suggests, it w i l l
help us to improve not only
our product quality but also
the entire way that we do
business.
The reason for this renewed
emphasis on quality is that the
past year or so has seen our
performance, both in terms o f
product and business quality,
reaching a plateau.

It does not, however, mean
that we have relaxed our
objectives; it simply indicates
that our current processes
require development because of
diminishing returns on their
effectiveness.
Quality Breakout has been
building up momentum over
the last few months, with the
formulation o f teams built
around ten key strategies.
These strategies are set out
overleaf together with a
statement from each o f the
strategy champions.
As you w i l l see from page 2,
these strategies vary widely —
from 'Quality at Source' to
'Customer Satisfaction'.
Every part o f the business
w i l l be reassessed, with ideas
enlisted from all staff on site, to
move us forward so that we
become a byword in quality,
both inside and outside o f the

will put

company.
A n interesting addition to
the strategies is the
'Environment'. It is not
sufficient for us to treat the
environment as a side issue;
and although we as a company
have always been
environmentally conscious, it is
now seen as one of our major
improvement activities for the
Mitcheldean plant of the future.
In summary. Quality
Breakout is a programme o f
continuous improvement that
w i l l eventually allow us to lift
off from this plateau phase
which we have seen in recent
times and make a quantum leap
forward in terms of quality, cost
and delivery performances.

The Mitcheldean Quality Breakout
logo which is set to become familiar
to us in coming months.

Thus we shall gain
superiority over the
competition, with 100 per cent,
customer satisfaction as our
overall objective.
Members of the 'Process
qualification' strategy team, led by
John Flynn. plan to ensure we get our
processes right from the outset.
Round the table (from left) are John
Richardson (business qualiPi). Kelvin
Norris (5012/14 a.s.sembly). Chris
Rawlings (new build QA), John
Flynn, Roger Keye (5018/28/34
assembly), Steve Dolton (MED) and
Dave Powell (control).

Continued overleaf

I

Ten strategies for the
quality
crusade
Process
qualification

Quality at source

We plan to improve our
assembly and manufacturing
processes, across the site, so
that they reflect the very best
way o f working and ensure
capability to consistently
produce the highest quality
work at the lowest practical
cost.

Our outgoing product quality, and associated cost o f quality, can
be directly related to the quality o f the parts, both in the sense o f
parts/sub assemblies used and the processes followed to prepare
a new product for production. We plan to assure the highest
quality o f incoming parts.

Kevin Horrobin

matching

The focus w i l l be on
processes that enable future
skill requirements to be
identified, and to develop
plans that ensure that these
skills are in place, through
effective training, re-training
and selective recruitment
strategies in order to deliver
quality products and business
processes.

Robin Fyffe

Quality
measurement
use of data

and

We plan to review carefully
all sources o f data across the
site — what, when, where
and w h y we measure, what
we do w i t h the resultant data
— and develop better ways o f
doing business whilst helping
to drive continuous
improvement.

John Flynn

Site-wide
alignment of
attitudes,
goals
and
processes

Danny Haines

Common goals, processes
and attitudes throughout the
organisation w i l l promote
total quality culture and
teamwork at all levels.

Stable

workforce

In order to protect and grow
our current business, we w i l l
need to develop plans that
w i l l enable us to become the
model o f responsiveness in
an environment that is subject
to regular demand changes.

Gerry Lane

Business
simplification
Business simplification w i l l
examine administrative
systems and processes to
improve efficiency and speed
and reduce cost. A series o f
teams w i l l be set up across
the site to identify 'waste'
using A delta T, then using
available tools such as the
problem solving and quality
improvement processes to
eradicate them. New products
w i l l receive priority but the
supply/demand and materials
acquisition processes w i l l
also receive attention.

Skills

Kevin Horrobin

Customer
satisfaction

Qy^AW BiilAlCOOT

Continuing customer
satisfaction can only be
achieved when we have an
implicit understanding o f our
customers' requirements. We
must then respond promptly
and positively throughout our
organisation to meet what
must be a common objective.

Keith Grant

Phil King

Employee
empowerment

Environment
We must ensure, as all
businesses must, that we act
smartly now to minimise both
long term effects on the
resources we need to
manufacture w i t h , and the
effects on the environment in
which we all live.

Keith Grant

Meet the PET Tiger team, who have been getting their teeth into an improrecl
PET prohlem-solving project. It's all part of the 'Quality measurement and use
of data' strategy and. says leader Danny Haines. "They arc producing some
excellent work." From the left are: Neil Jones (assemhlv). Brian Reeves (QAj.
Danny. Ian Hale (PQA). Julian Priest (MED) and Martyn Hale (SQA).

Our aim is to promote an
environment in which
individual contribution to the
business is maximised
through effective delegation
of authority to all levels o f
the organisation. This w i l l be
achieved by active employee
involvement.

Robin Fvffe

They
picture
the
problem
over
the
'phone
ONE PICTURE is worth a
thousand words, they say. And
it's certainly proving true for
materials quality assurance.
It's easy to explain i f a
component's dimensions are
incorrect. But when it comes to
something like a surface finish
defect (corrosion or wear, for
instance), letters to suppliers tend
to elicit the response "What do
you mean by . . .?"
Explanations over the "phone,
especially when there may be
language difficulties, can get
complicated, and posting the
component or a picture of it, or
hopping on a 'plane can be
expensive, time-consuming or out
of the question.
The solution to the problem
has come in the shape of the
Photophone video telephone.
It is proving invaluable to
SQA engineers and others,
because it allows them to send a
black and white or colour 'still"
picture over standard telephone
lines, enabling them to point out
exactly details of non-conformity
and clarify 'grey' areas.
The installation of the
Photophone at Xerox, Xerox
Canada, Fuji Xerox and EMO
plants (Venray and Lille as well
as Mitcheldean) is a multinational
MQA development.
The equipment was introduced
here on site last January and is
installed in the office of the
corrective action team (CAT) in
building 3/1.
It consists of a still video
camera, a T V screen and
keyboard, and a special video
telephone. A colour video printer
has also been installed for
obtaining prints from the screen,
the images being stored on discs.
Demonstrating the
Photophoning routine, SQA
engineers showed how they focus

Here Richard Rowe sends a 'negative'
picture identifying scratches on a cam
handle over the Photophone to another
EMO location. Note the annotations
on the screen.

Ian Diuican focusses the video camera
on a faulty servo motor bracket until
he gets the required image on the TV
screen.

The new facility works the
other way, too, should there be a
problem with a part supplied by
Mitcheldean manufacturing.
Our SQA engineers say they
are finding it a very good tool to
have — and its installation was
particularly timely in view of
recent travel concerns.
the camera on the defective part,
adjusting it with the use of
various lens until the image on
screen is precisely what they
want.
With the picture on "hold',
they type in the necessary
technical details, which appear as
annotations on the image.
A 'phone call is made to the
SQA engineer at the relevant
location advising that a picture is
to be transmitted, then at the
touch of a button it goes down the
line to its destination in Europe,
Japan or North America, arriving
in seconds.
With the problem area pictured
at both ends, sender and recipient
can discuss the matter, using the
screen pointer to indicate
particular spots.
They can even choose to take a
"negative view', which is
positively useful for showing up
scratches or stresses, or exposing
solder tracks on PWBAs.
Should there be no one at the
receiving end at the time of
transmission, the picture can go
on Autoanswer and be accessed
later — this is particularly useful
when dealing with countries
where there is a time difference.
Martyn Hale (small copier
SQA) told us about an audit
defect on the 5018 machine which
was due to incorrect assembly by
the suppliers.

"We sent a picture by
Photophone to Webster and they
took a colour print of it to the
vendors to help them investigate
the assembly process.
"The alternative would have
been for us to post the assembly,
and that would have necessitated
separating the components first —
all taking time and costing
money.
"It would have taken three to
four weeks to reach the stage we
are at now after only a few days,"
he said.
If practicable, a vendor may be
brought along to the Photophone
unit for a discussion with
engineers or purchasing people
while studying the image on
screen.
On one occasion when a platen
glass problem had arisen on site,
Imagebase Technology, the US
makers of the equipment, offered
to take their portable version of
the Photophone along to the
American vendors so that
Mitcheldean SQA could then send
a picture direct to the suppliers'
premises, thus saving even more
time and expense.
The Audioline "phone in the
CAT office adds a further
dimension; purchasing and SQA
staff can now have a 'conference
call' and sort things out with the
Photophone picture in front of all
concerned.

Miming

for gold!

Acting as a French mime artiste is
the unusual sideline of E M C
engineer Don Southey. On Red
Nose Day, 15 March, he brought a
bit of Comic Relief to building 4
and raised some £150 in
sponsorship while endeavouring to
do his nonnal job in silence. But
he couldn't sport a red nose — ""h
would have spoiled the
greasepaint!" he explained.

A moving view of
WHETHER WE are seeking
candidates for our young people
training schemes, recruiting staff
with the skills needed to support
our operations on site, or
developing closer links with
schools or colleges, a video is a
most effective tool for giving
them an overview of our
activities.
Many changes have taken
place since our existing video. "A
Day in the Life of Rank Xerox"
was made and a more up-to-date
one was due.
Said human resources
manager Robin Fyffe, "What we
needed was one that would focus
more on Mitcheldean plant and
the business in which we are
engaged, since we intend to use it
as part of our induction
programme and for showing
visitors, as well as for general
distribution throughout Xerox."
So the London firm of Peak
Viewing was commissioned to
undertake the project.
The programme theme
decided upon was Leadership
Through Quality — quality in its
broadest sense, as site director
Gerry Lane points out early on in
the film, ranging from product
quality to employees" quality of
life.
A great deal of preparatory
work had to be done before
shooting commenced. Following
initial discussions about the
storyline. Peak Viewing"s
director, Wendy Smith, came on
site to do some research.
She attended various meetings
to get the 'flavour' of
Mitcheldean and she carried out
some pre-interviews.
Jenny Claessens, an industrial
placement student in training
department, acted as site coordinator, liaising between Peak
Viewing and management.
Her duties included arranging
meetings ("We had a mock QIP
meeting as a trial run"), ensuring
that all concerned were inforined
of shooting locations, checking on

Mitctieidean

The cameraman focusses on Dot
Titnuiss as she works on a large
harness assembly.

Jaiiie Phelps talks about her job as an
SQA engineer in the video and says "I
enjoy the challenge."

housekeeping and props,
arranging for forklifts needed to
move items, etc., before the film
crew came on site.
Every effort was made to
prevent production being
disrupted when they did come last
autumn, armed with video
camera, boom microphones,
lighting and other equiptnent.
"Everyone was very cooperative and 1 enjoyed the
opportunity of talking to people
all over the plant. 1 even had a
•peak viewing' myself through
the camera." said Jenny.
There were about 12 hours"

shooting on site; later came the
rostrum shooting in the London
studio when the static material
was filmed (you may recognise a
few extracts from "Vision"), and
the voice-over recording was
made.
Employee involvement and
teamwork were demonstrated
both in the content of the film and
in the making of it.
It was a nice touch to have
einployee relations manager
Charlie Walker providing the
commentary instead of an
unknown actor, and the message
came across more effectively as a
result.
We won't be spoiling
anyone's enjoyment of the 20minute film by revealing that the
plant is shown largely through the
eyes of three people — at shop
floor, technical and management
level.
Each is seen at work — SQA
engineer Janie Phelps visiting
some suppliers. Ashley
Hornchurch in 5046 FR&T, Des
Halliday inanaging harness
assembly.
RXMP comes across as a
place where there are
opportunities for individual

Featured in the video — Des Halliday chatting with tnembers of his staff (from left) Helen \ Mike Davies. Sandra
Sherwood and Edna Husbands.

development.
Janie, for example, is a former
apprentice: Ashley, a first aider
and member of the works fire
brigade, is doing a BTeC course
on day release.
Communications was another
aspect to be highlighted, and
some footage was taken of a
coffee morning' session in Des's
office. ""It's an opportunity for an
informal chat with shop floor staff
on any issue." he explained.
Filming turned out to be more
complicated than he had
expected. "The crew blacked out
the windows and filled the room
with so much equipment there
was hardly room for us. To relax
everybody they got us playing a
game; then there was a delay
because of the lights and it got so
hot the chocolate biscuits started
to melt!"
(Incidentally. Peak Viewing
had earlier completed a video for
Land-Rover in even hotter
conditions — out in Saudi
Arabia.)
Other important ingredients —
like M2000. JIT developments,
the focussed factory, the
electronics facility, the emphasis
on zero defects — are smoothly
blended into the film.
"That is the company 1 work
for," summarises Charlie.
"Continuous improvement,
world-class manufacturing,
customer satisfaction."

Ashley Hornchurch with his children
on the football field.

Contrasting with the business
side are shots of employees in
more relaxed mood in the
restaurant or clubhouse or calling
in at the Corner Shop.
Finally, we see our 'film stars'
enjoying recreational activities —
Janie walking the dog with
friends. Ashley on the football
pitch with his children. Des and
Charlie playing golf at
Monmouth.
And you won't fail to notice
Des's colourful sweater.
"Someone said it looked like the
test card for HTV!" he told us.

They
spotted
the
hazards

Robin Fyffe with the poster prize-winners John Richardson. Annie Rouiu/ and
Beverley Baldwin: far right is Kim Toombs.

Posters with a
winning loolc
WHEN A building 5 QIP team
wanted some posters to heighten
awareness of the need for wearing
eye protection on the shop floor,
they looked for ideas, and found
them, among employees across
the site.
A poster design competition,
offering prizes of £25, £15 and
£10 in vouchers attracted 16
entries, proving that there is
plenty of creativity around
waiting to be tapped, and Kim
Toombs, small batch section
manager, and his QIP team did
the judging.
The winning poster, entered
by business quality manager John
Richardson, was simple but
effective.
It showed two faces, one of a
sighted person, one of a blind one
wearing dark glasses, and posed
the question: "Which pair would
you rather wear?"
In second place was Annie
Round's design, full of colour
with an eye in the centre, and
bearing the slogans 'Be safe at
work" and "Mind your eyes, wear
goggles'.
The only entrant with art
training (she has a BA in
ceramics). Annie works in
harness asseinbly wiring
operations.
Third was Beverley Baldwin
(5046 subs assembly) who
produced a hard-hitting design
and slogan "Be wise, protect \our
eyes'.
Robin Fyffe, chairman of the
main safety committee,
congratulated the prize-winners
and presented them with their
awards at a little ceremony on 23
January.

""We still perform well in
safety," he said, "but we want to
do even better, and building 5
where manufacturing assembly is
located is an area where eye
protection is being stepped up."
John Spratley, manager, safety
& security operations, had some
disturbing statistics to give that
put the problem into perspective.
"There were 650 cases of
major, partial or total loss of sight
in industry last year through
industrial accidents, plus 3,500
cases of ininor injuries."
He reminded us that ""you can
have an artificial leg or arm fined
to give you back some mobility,
but not an eye that gives you back
some sight."
While staff working in
building 5 are provided with eye
protection, racks of glasses for the
casual visitor are now placed at
three entrances — for your eyes'
sake, please make use of them.
As we stated in our last issue.
Kim and his team are hoping to
get professional versions made of
the winning posters to put on
display around the site.

Any news

for Vision?

If you have, then please —
/nail il to me in hid. 512.
or leave it at any gatehtnise for
collection by me.
or post il to me at Tree Tops.
Plump Hill. Mitcheldcan GLI7
OEU.
or ring me — e.vt.566 or Dean
5424/5.
Myrtle Fowler, editor

ANOTHER SAFETY
competition invited people to
"Spot the hazard' in a picture of
an imaginary (and remarkably
unsafe!) office scene.
Organised for staff in
buildings 6/7/8, it drew 22 entries,
which were judged by the facility
care committees of these
buildings.
The winners were presented
with their £25. £15 and £10 prizes
by Robin Fyffe at a meeting of
the main safety committee on 30
January.
Jeremy Barnard (group human
resources) identified the greatest
number of hazards and dangerous
practices, with purchasing analyst
Julian Andrew and SQA engineer
Jerry Hatch in second and third

place respectively.
Commenting on the sort of
hazards found in office areas,
Dick Delahay, who is building 6
landlord, pointed out: "We're
good about the major things —
it's the small things that cause
most accidents, like a bit of
plastic left lying on the floor
which someone may slip on, or a
lead that can trip someone up."
The prize-winners of both
competitions you can see here.
But there could be others who
have benefited, or will benefit,
and those we will never know
about — the people who might
have had an accident, perhaps
even lost their sight, had it not
been for such safety awareness
initiatives.

From left: the successful 'spotters' Julian Andrew, Jerry Hatch and Jeremy
Barnard with Dick Delaliav.

Sliding to victory
ONCE A G A I N the RX Camera
Club has won the annual
slide/prints battle against Newent
Camera Club which was revived
last year.
Held at Newent Library on 29
January, the contest was judged
by Martin Russell. ARPS, a"
member of Monmouth Camera
Club, ten prints (black & white
and colour) and 15 slides being
entered by each club.
In the prints section, two
entries gained the maximum
points — one from either side,
and Newent just pipped RX to
the post with 128 points to our
club's 127.
In the slides section, four
slides, one from Newent and
three from RX, gained top marks
and our club shot ahead, gaining
101 points to Newent's 83.

The end result was a total of
228 points for our cameramen
and 211 for our opponents.
Further competitions are
included in the current
programme with a projected
three-sided battle between RX,
Newent and Monmouth clubs.
Members also have a newtrophy to battle for — a shield
donated by EMO strategy
development director David
Stokes, to be awarded annually
to the person gaining the
highest aggregate number of
points.
The club enjoyed a bit of
"wildlife' on 11 March when
they were given a presentation of
slides taken on his safari holiday
in Kenya by MOC manager John
Flynn. who is a keen ainateur
photographer.

Systems
greater
for data
INVESTING IN a powerful
computer costing hundreds of
thousands of pounds is certainly
not something to rush into.
At least a year ago MIS had
begun carrying out a study in
order to establish the type of
equipment that would have the
computing capacity to meet our
requirements over the next five
years.
Meanwhile three QlPs, run by
different teams, were already
doing some work on optimising
the current system to enable it to
cope with increasing demands
until a new computer could be
installed.
When the decision was taken to
implement 5012/14 showcase by
April 1990, the situation had to be
reassessed. The existing QIPs
were closed down and a new
'computer optimisation' project
was generated.
Its mission was 'to contain the
showcase developments
functionality and the projected
increa.se in additional load within
the existing computer capacity.'
That meant that our current
VAX minicomputer, which
operated Mitcheldean's material
control system, would have to
handle new systems like the
operator material 'pull' system, as
well as various enhancements and
changes to existing systems.
It also meant that the
computer's availability for
updating would have to be
increased from 12 to almost 21
hours per weekday. It would have
to serve an additional 40 users and
cope with a further 200
transactions per day, plus a 6 per
cent increase in data volumes.
All this had to be achieved with
no increase in fixed costs.
The M2000 project team gave
MIS a resource allocation of 40
man weeks (representing a cost of
$60,000).
MIS themselves provided the
other unquantifiable but essential
resource — a keen, enthusiastic
team of professionals capable of
the creativity, innovation and
alternative thinking that were
called for.
Systems development manager
Jim Andrews, who led the project,
gave us some idea of what was
involved.
"Apart from the main team, we
had lots of sub teams working in
specialised areas, all of which had
countless problems to be sorted

team

win race

to meet

a

demand
space
out, involving numerous
discussions with users.
"Some of our systems required
basic redesign. Operations
schedules had to be totally
rewritten within a short timescale. Forty procedures were
changed and over 70 operator
actions per night were removed so
that the MMCS nightly schedule
could become almost totally
automated.
"The recovery system (for
protecting and recovering data)
was one of our very difficult
challenges because current
systems were based on old
technology that could not support
the systems environment needed
for 5012/14.
"The solution necessitated
fundamentally altering our
approach to recovery and
consequently re-compiling (twice)
over 1,500 affected programs!"
Had the project team not
achieved its goals there could
have been no 5012/14 showcase,
no material 'pull' system, and the
two-shift working pattern would
have proved impossible (before
the project, people could not use
on-line update after 7pm).
Further improvements were
effected after the systems 'turnon' — in fact, it was possible to
handle even more transactions
than originally expected with the
implementation of 5018/28 in
building I last June.
The Systems Automation
Project was presented to ORM
last January. Commented Jim
afterwards. "It was a revelation to
me that such great benefit could
be achieved by the teamwork of a
small group of people working in
a specialised field."

Farewell

The facts
about VAX
BY ABOUT November 1990 our
computer was beginning to show
signs of strain and the arrival of
the new V A X minicomputer
came just in time.
The existing machine, a V A X
8650. had been installed back in
1986 and was used in the
development of our current

to our first

THERE HAS been another
change in the computer hall —
one unrelated to the new V A X
computer for our plant materials
system.
MIS have just disposed of the
first V A X computer to be
installed at Mitcheldean, a V A X
11/750.
This machine, ordered in
1981, further illustrates the rapid
rate of development of
computers over the past decade.
As a comparison, it is physically

the same size as the new V A X
6510, but the latter is 22 times
more powerful!
Originally purchased for a
system'called DICE, the V A X
11/750 has since then been used
for a number of applications,
latterly for software testing.
It finally became surplus to
requirements following its
replacement by a V A X computer
that was freed up by the move of
the EMC to Mitcheldean.

materials control system.
It was upgraded to its current
form (and maximum processing
capacity) in 1988.
Our latest minicomputer, a
V A X 6000 model 510 (which has
only just become available) has
twice the processing capacity of
the 8650 and can be expanded in
steps up to about five times this
power.
Yet, thanks to technological
advances, it takes up less space,
and the annual cost in
depreciation and maintenance is
about the same.
The V A X 6510 went'live'
over the weekend of 2 and 3
February. Dave Evans. MIS
technical planning consultant,
managed the implementation of
the new machine.
The approach taken was to pull
together a multi-disciplined team
from across the MIS organisation,
but also including Rob Bloxsome
(configuration control) as a
customer representative, plus a
member of the team from the
suppliers of the computer. Digital
Equipment Corporation.
The principal challenge was to
research and test a number of
fundamental technical and

Taking

time

for the

Members of the MIS implementation
team pictured alongside the new VAX
6510 — (from left) Dave Evans
(project leader). Dave Howells. Tim
Humphries and Rob Hullett with Phil
Birch, computer operations and
sofn\'are manager.

software changes that were
inherent in the technology of the
new machine. An objective of the
team was to keep these changes as
transparent as possible to the enduser.
The implementation was done
against a very tight schedule. The
6510 was commissioned and
handed over to MIS on 14
January, and during the following
three weeks various testing and
development work was done by
the team.
This included parallel running
of weekl) and MRP processing
with the "production' system to
ensure the new machine produced
the same results as the existing
one!
During the implementation
weekend, all of the team were
involved with loading the data
from the old machine and putting
in place and testing final changes,
which were completed early
Sunday evening, in time for the
start of business the following
day.
Customer feedback has been
very positive, with transaction
response times much improved,
and the machine running reliably,
report MIS.

"IT WAS like having a winter
mini-break," said Jack Powell
(recycling assembly).
Along with a number of other
RXMP staff and their partners he
had just spent two days at Weston
Manor Hotel, north of Oxford,
studying the implications of that
major milestone in a working
person's life — retirement.
Last year, responding to the
company's concern that retiring
employees should receive proper
counselling, RX Pensions carried
out a survey of all current
employees aged 50 and over to
see if they would like to attend a
pre-retirement seminar and. if so,
what they would like the content
to be.
Based on the results, a series
of seminars was designed for
1991 and the first one took place
last February, with all the
delegates coming from
Mitcheldean.
It proved an ideal opportunity
for them to get right away from
the working environment and
think about their plans for the
future.
As Ray Barber (goods
receiving) pointed out, ""It made
one realise what a big step
retirement is, and it brought out
points such as the best time to opt
for retirement. I realised I hadn't
given enough thought to it
before."
It was made plain to all
concerned that an invitation to
attend did not mean they were
now being expected to take early
retirement.
"The seminar was simply to

out to plan

future
help us start to prepare for it,"
said Terry Wear (harness
assembly QA), "and 1 found it
most informative."
The programme commenced
around midday on 19 February
with an introduction by Carol
Cook of RX Pensions.
The sessions during the
afternoon and the following day
covered a great deal of ground —
benefits from the RX pension
scheme, finances in retirement,
taxation, investment, leisure
interests, health and State
benefits.
There was plenty of
opportunity to ask questions, and
individual counselling was
available during breaks from the
speakers, who included a doctor
and an investment consultant as
well as DSS and RX Pension

The Manor — and
Mad
Maude
WESTON MANOR has a
fascinating history dating back
at least to 1066.
The main part of the present
house was built in the midsixteenth century, but there is an
earlier mediaeval Baron's Hall
of the Tudor period with linenfold panelling and minstrel's
gallery — now the dining-room.
The house has been restored,
refurbished and modernised
since it became a hotel in 1945.
But it still has its ghost stories,
the most famous phantom being
Mad Maude — she missed the
seminar, we understand!

representatives.
Although a few would have
liked more time for one-to-one
discussion, most felt the seminar
was just the right length.
Some may wish to take up a
part-time job on retirement and
there was useful advice on this.
Others may like to embark on a
new course of study, join a club,
revive a neglected hobby or take
up a new one.
Jack Barnard (export packing)
was particularly intrigued by the
session on leisure activities.
""The speaker. Keith Hughes,
is himself retired, and he has
taken up shoe-making from kits.
He even brought a shoe to show
us."
Jack added. ""We were well
looked after throughout the stay
and there were lots of nice
touches — a folder of literature to
take away, soft drinks and sweets
in the lecture room and so on. It
was all very friendly — my wife
was thrilled with it."
Altogether. RX Pensions fek
the seminar had been a
resounding success. A l l the
delegates we spoke to said it had
been well worth while and
several even wished they could
go again!
If you are one of those eligible
to attend, RX Pensions will he
liaising with Tony Nelmes (human
resources) to invite you to a
seminar some time during the
year.
The ne.xt one is scheduled for
18 and 19 June, and RXP "look
forward to seeing some of you
there."

Pictured during a morning coffee break are: (back row) Jack Barnard, Vincent James, Eddie Grey, Roy Clarke (speaker),
Carol Cook (RXP). Keith Hughes (speaker), Ray Barber, Neil Sollis, Dennis Sollis. Teriy Wear. Ron Gardner, May Gardner
and Helen Joseph (RXP): (front row) Mark Adams (RXP), Mary Barnard, Barbara James. Jenny Grey. Pearl Powell.
Elizabeth Barber, Jack Powell and Marie Wear.

More suppliers
partnership
A GOOD start has been made in
the drive to get our suppHers to
achieve "certified suppHer' status
via total quality.
This prestigious recognition
goes only to those suppliers who
meet a tough set of criteria based
upon their operating philosophy,
their internal quality processes,
and their material quality
performance.
The first company to be so
recognised by us was John
McGavigan & Co. who have
supplied us with machine
graphics for a number of years.
They were also one of the first
companies to win a Multinational
Supplier Award of Excellence.
To present the plaque,
materials and electronics manager
Kevin Horrobin travelled to
Kirkintilloch, north of Glasgow,
last May, along with Keith
Bradley, MQA manager, UK.
McGavigan's were delighted,
and production was halted so that
the whole workforce could attend
the presentation.
Kevin explained to them the
background of the certified
supplier process and what
becoming a certified supplier
actually involved.
""First and foremost it is
expected that you will operate
with minimal support from
Xerox. Obviously as new
products come along, we will
participate in initial CSI meetings
but thereafter you are basically on
your own."
In mid-October it was the turn
of another Scottish company.
Gates Rubber Co. (Synchronous
Belts Division) in Dumfries. This
time Bob Jones, commodity
manager from Xerox Webster, did
the honours.
Since then two more
companies have achieved the
same status — Avon Ames of
Melksham, Wiltshire, who supply
us with elastomers, and Davall
Moulded Gears at Hatfield. Herts.
How do we identify a potential
certified supplier?
It starts with a letter and
checklist which is sent to all of
our preferred suppliers, Keith told
us.
•"We have 400 such suppliers
worldwide who receive full SQA
support. Of these, there are
currently about ,32 in the UK, but
that number is likely to be
increased as we concentrate more
on locally based firms."
The suppliers do an evaluation
with the SQA engineer
responsible against the checklist
of 20 conditions.

Join us in

For example, they have to
have supplied a minimum of 10
types of parts for a period of two
years, have used process
qualification and parts
certification independently for
two years on all Xerox products,
and have SPC (statistical process
control) charts maintained at
stations.
On completion a date is
arranged for Keith to carry out an
audit; if there are any deficiencies
they have to develop a corrective
action plan.
If all goes well, the suppliers
are then designated as "certified"
— it signals participation with us
in "a partnership in quality" —
and the process is completed with
the presentation of the certified
supplier award.

'Green'

Avon Ames managing director Roy Winterbourne (left) receives the certified
supplier award from our MQA manager Keith Bradley, who was accompanied by
Tony Currant (CCM. elastomers) and SQA engineer jerry Hatch (far right). The
presentation was attended by the Avon Ames workforce.

packaging

DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING
the environment and the
improvement of the quality of life
often end with "But can we/will
we afford the costs involved?"'
Being environmentally
friendly need not necessarily have
an adverse impact on the
business. The retail trade clearly
understand this and have made
the environment a marketing tool.
Bill Starkey's article in the last
issue describes the inarketing
opportunity for Rank Xerox.
It can, however, be more; it
can also be an opportunity for
cost-reduction.
Multi-national Packaging
(MNP) is the result of corporatewide workshops and discussions
held to agree a standard set of
cartons and pallets which,
coupled with bar-coding, is aimed
at improving the materials
handling processes.
A standard range of boxes is
not new to us at Mitcheldean.
where we've been using the "HA'
rangeof cartons since their
introduction with the Xerox .5046.
One essential element of the
MNP activity will be the re-use of
cartons and pallets.
The new "MN' range retains
lift-off lids but has been made to
be stronger and collapsible, so
that the cations can be re-used,
either by ourselves (electronics,
harness production) or by our
piece part suppliers.
Re-use processes are being
developed and re-use centres
established in the UK and these

quality

cuts

will ensure a consistent quality.
By agreeing a common policy
and a single source for cartons,
the cost, even for the more
durable ' M N ' range, will be only
marginally different from the
existing "HA' range.
The benefits to us will accrue
through our ability to resell the
carton at up to 60 per cent of its
original purchase price — a cost
reduction coupled with an
environmental approach.
The new pallet, though more
expensive than the existing one,
will have a higher recovery
percentage. RX Venray's
experience with pallets indicates
that re-use for up to five years is

costs

possible.
The Multi-national Packaging
programme is another example of
Rank Xerox care for the
environment.
It is not possible to capture all
of the benefits in this brief article.
However, a 20-minute video is
available — i f you want to know
more contact me on ext. 1881.

Gerald Cooke, manager,
new build procurement
Multi-national Packaging is yet
another environmental leadership
project to have won a 1990 Xero.x
Award for Team Excellence. Mike
Bendall. stores & production
control manager, and Gerald Cooke
arc both members of the team.

Gerald Cooke, leader of the Mitcheldean MN supplier packaging project, and
two of his team — Ran-Kyung (Nan) Cho. an industrial placement student, and
Matt .lackson (new tcchnologvi — show oi\e of the iww collapsible cartons.

Andrew
likes
the
outlook
"THIS IS the best view I have
ever had." said Andrew De La
Haye, looking out at the wooded
hills to the west from the window
of his office in building 2/2.
His assessment of his new role
as operations support manager in
new build assembly sounded
equally appreciative.
"When 1 first came from
Welwyn last September I missed
the hustle and bustle of the
production floor. But although the
job is a very different one, it
presents me with an exciting
challenge."
His main activity for the first
six months has been the 5012/14
Integrated Supply Chain (ISC)
project.
This is one of four world-wide
projects which, together, will
have a very significant effect on
the whole business of supply of
our products.
The other three involve 5028
and 5090 in Xerox, and 5052 in
Venray.
"The team working on the
5012/14 project come from
throughout the company — from
commodity operations to
operating companies, from
control to the equipment
management function at Marlow,"
Andrew told us.
"The main objectives are very
much in line with the corporate
objectives of customer
satisfaction and return on assets.
"By increasing the
responsiveness of the
Mitcheldcan manufacturing plant
to changes in demand, and by
improving the accuracy of the
demand forecast, we aim to make
available to the customer all
machines that they want when
they want them.
"Increased responsiveness will
also mean that we will need fewer
assets (finished goods, raw
materials) in the supply chain;
that will release the cash tied up
in those assets for more
productive uses."
Andrew finds that the project
is also a inarvellous opportunity
for him personally, because it is
exposing him to a great deal of
the business processes involved in

Andrew De La Haye, pictured at the witulow of his office.

Rank Xerox, and to a lot of
helpful and useful business
contacts within Rank Xerox and
Xerox.
"It is also great fun working
with the project team members.
Every month we sit down with
people throughout the supply
chain and work out what we need
to do to be more flexible and
responsive to demand.
"We have run the process
three times already with the
5012/14 and one of the measures
of success is: what did we learn
each time?
"The debate now is about how
we apply it to all other
Mitcheldean products."
His involvement with the ISC
project is serving to strengthen his
existing contacts with opcos, and
this is helping him in his aim to
establish a better relationship with
the field in terms of quality.
For the other main aspect of
his job is the quality specialist
role.
"In line with the SPC strategy
for Mitcheldean plant," he says,
" I am looking to change our
approach to SPC within new build
operations so as to get everyone
involved in the control and
continuous improvement of
appropriate processes by applying
SPC techniques."
Andrew's family comes from
Jersey, hence the French
pronunciation of his surname. He
himself grew up in Aldershot,
Hants, but Liverpool was his
birthplace and he returned to the
university there to take his B.Eng.
in mechanical engineering.
The following years saw him
working for a number of wellknown engineering companies —
in Norwich, Stafford, Slough and
Winnersh (near Reading) —
before he joined the RX Welwyn
plant in 1989.
" I worked for Mike Perkins
(now recycling operations
manager), and when the print
cartridge activity was moved to
Venray, Mike managed the
transition, while I ran the final

assembly production plant and
kept people motivated, an
experience which taught me a
great deal."
Andrew has quite a 'moving'
story to tell about his family, nowsettled in their new home in
Woolhope. near Hereford, on a
nature reserve.

Honour

for Eddie

RETIRED ENGINEER Eddie
Shermer has been accorded an
honour unusual for 'a man of the
Forest'.
He's been granted the
Freedom of the City of London.
Before he joined Rank Xerox,
Eddie was involved with the
manufacture of optical machinery.
When an optician friend learned
of this, he persuaded Eddie to
apply to join the Guild of
Spectacle Makers.
Eddie then discovered that, as
a Guild member, he was entitled
to apply for the Freedom of the
City and, being interested in
keeping old traditions alive, he
did so — successfully.
What benefits does this confer
on him? we asked.
"Well, one is that, i f 1 own a
flock of sheep, 1 can drive them
across London Bridge without let
or hindrance," he said.
Eddie and Kiyolio Shermer.

He and his wife Lorraine have
three children. Their eight-yearold son Sebastian is now at his
third school, "and each has
proved better than the last."
Emily, aged six, is at her
second school, while baby
daughter Daisy has lived in three
different homes in her 22 months.
"She was bom just before we
went to Welwyn so it was a case
of new baby, new job, new
house!"
Though there is little time for
hobbies, Andrew enjoys cycling.
" I have raced once or twice — I
bought a light-weight racing bike
at University and did it up. It's so
light you can lift it with your little
finger," he assured us.
But what about all the hills
round here? we queried.
"No problem. I find flat
country so boring; 1 like the views
that hills afford you.
" I also have a mountain bike
and I ' d like to try some of those
Welsh heights," said Andrew,
looking westwards to another
challenge.

Very useful, of course, only
Eddie doesn't own a single
sheep, let alone a flock. "They
don't mix well with my fruit
trees." he pointed out.
Before he retired in 1980
from group engineering, Eddie
frequently visited Japan on
assignment and it was while over
there that he met his wife,
Kiyoko.
With her knowledge of the
language, and his technical
background, they have been able
to give much appreciated
assistance to, first, the 1012 and,
more recently, the European
Integration Team with the
translation of Fuji Xerox
technical data.
Their son, Kenji, who is a
pupil at Malvern College, has
also been on site recently gaining
work experience in our
CAD/CAM facility.

Service

awards
25

Alan Hughes

30 years
Alan Hughes has worked in the

machine shop environment ever
since leaving school, first in the
grinding section, then later on the
big Burkhardt & Weber NC
machines.
Since 1984 he has been a setter
in the fuser roll centre and he was
one of those who went to Venray to
help with the transfer of the
pressure roll facility to Mitcheldean.
In recent months. Alan has been
a member of the building 5 team
involved in the procurement of a
new grinder — a major parts
manufacturing investment for
oncoming products.
His daughter Tricia was one of
the first wave of young people who
were taken on in harness asseinbly
in 1987 and she works in wiring
operations.
A former schoolmate of Alan's,
Tony Luckett joined us on the

same day in January 1961, spending
the first five years in the press &
sheet metal shop before joining the
machine shop to become a capstan
centre lathe operator.
In the mid-70s he switched to
asseinbly work and he is currently
employed as a cell build operator in
the paint shop.
Playing the bass guitar is his
main hobby.
Dave Barnard has the

distinction of being the longest
server in the accounting function, in
which he has spent his entire Rank
Xerox career, having started as a
cost clerk in Bell & Howell days.
His work has embraced various
aspects of accounting from V A T to
budgets, and in 1979 he was
appointed manager, financial
accounting.
Following the centralising of
EMO UK accounting activities at
Mitcheldean in late 1988, he
became manager responsible for
UK accounts payable & supply
accounting.
His hobbies are gardening and
snooker — he has played for the
YMCA Cinderford team in the local
league for many years.

years

Mike Jones has actually clocked
up 30 years' service in total. He
first came in 1960 to work on the
914 model, left in 1965 but returned
the following year to take up
assembly work again.
While on 2400/3600 programme
work, he transferred to FR&T, and
he helped to build the first — and
the last CBA machine.
During the '805 he carried out
various assignments off-site. As
part of a task force assisting with
9500 upgrade he went to places
both in this country and in South
Africa.
After a spell in recycling he
rejoined new build on low volume
models, and later spent six months
at the Welwyn pilot plant during the
development of the 5046.
Then in 1988 he went to the
USA with FR&T colleague Clive
Barrett to assist with the start-up of
this model and he is still a member
of the 5046 team.
While 'over there" Mike paid a
visit to the Watkins Glen race track.
A former grass track racer, his
hobby today is restoring old British
motorbikes, of which he has three.
Now his son Neil, a section
leader in the finance department of
Richmond & Twickenham Health
Authority, follows in Mike's bike
tracks — he enjoys road racing and
finished third in the Kent Racing
Combine class in 1989.
Mike's wife Josie is practice
nurse for Dr Roger Martin, our
works doctor; completing the
family is daughter Lesley, a
receptionist at Gloucester Police
Station.
In terms of service, Maisie
Davies is five years ahead of her
husband Derek. Both work in
building 3/1, Derek in the docks
area, Maisie on new build assembly
work which she has carried out for
almost all her 25 years with us from
914 and 813 model days.
Today she is engaged on 5046
pre-configuration.
Though she hasn't played for
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Twenty-five year award people (from
left) Mike Powell. Roy Love. Maisie
Davies and Mike Jones.

quite some time now, Maisie was
formerly a dedicated skittler who
captained the winning ladies' team
on occasion and also took part in
the FOD league.
When Mike Powell first came, it
was to work on 813 assembly
where, incidentally, he met his wife
Pamela.
He left us later, but returned as
an electrical adjuster on 2400/3600
machines, which led to nine weeks
in Venray setting up a 3600 line and
helping to train French operators.
Other mid and high volume new
build followed; then he transferred
to recycling where he has been
working on 5046 and 5090
machines, and has received training
on the customisation of electronic
printing machines.
Although none of his three
grown-up children works on site,
his sister-in-law Rose is in harness
assembly; his brothers Ralph and
Ken both worked here for 16 or 17
years and Ralph is now one of our
Securiguard officers.
Mike was formerly a keen darts
and skittles player, taking part in
interdepartmental competitions as
well as playing darts for the Forge
Hammer team at Cinderford ("They
reckoned to have won every trophy
in the FOD league." says Mike).
Alfie Duggan is yet another who

started in 813 assembly, since when
he has been involved in the building
of most of our mid and high volume
products.

years

Pictured arc some of those who recently received 20-year service awards
(from left) Ron Arkell (recycling assembly), Betty Ellway (5046 assembly).
Roy Watkins (MIS), Norman Howells (parts mfg QA), and Neil Jackson
(materials logistics). Others were Bill Walters and Mike Tippins (recvcling
QA). and.John Lugg (MED).

Alfie Duggan.
another 25-year
award recipient.
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He transferred to recycling CBA
machines when new build ceased,
moving on to FR&T, and he is now
engaged on 5046 re-assembly.
He too used to participate in
interdepartmental skittle
competitions, but has not been able
to do so since he started working
permanent nights.
Like Alan Hughes he has a
daughter now working in harness
assembly — Tracey — who joined
us three years ago.
St. Valentine's Day was the
rather apt starting date for Roy
Love! He joined us as a mechanical
engineer, and was initially involved
in the anglicising of the 914 and
succeeding models.
During'the period 1972/82 he
spent some seven years in the USA
on three different assignments.
Work on the design of a high
capacity feeder followed, then a
two-year quality assignment for
Xerox at Welwyn before he joined
licensing and joint venture projects
in 1987.
This led to more travel, first to
Poland ("A sobering experience,"
says Roy) where he studied the
operation of small ventures and
gave support, then to Egypt to help
sort out materials problems and
assist with configuration changes.
Now located adjacent to our new
tenants Pathtor in building 8/3, Roy
continues to support Xerox Egypt,
IXS (Bombay) and Bulgaria
operations. "I'm also involved to an
extent in setting up various
manufacturing projects in Russia.""
he told us.
Roy and his wife June have two
sons. Stuart, a former electrical
trainee at Mitcheldean, is now
taking an RX-sponsored degree in
electronics at Bristol Polytechnic,
while Adrian is at Stirling
University doing aquaculture
research.
Ceramics is a hobby of June's
which she became interested in
while in the States. It is now a 'joint
venture' too, and she and Roy teach
students how to paint and finish
items in the studio set up in their
orchard.

Dave and his
prize-winning
pedigree
chums
THIS BEING its centenary year,
Crufts Dog Show, held in January
at the Birmingham NEC, was
extra special and show-goers
were more than usually eager to
win an award.
So industrial engineer Dave
Barrett was delighted when his
5'/2-year-old saluki — A l Caliphs

Delriyad (Del to his friends) —
won the 'Limit' dog class and
went on to gain the RCC (reserve
challenge certificate), narrowly
missing the top honour out of an
entry of over 200 salukis.
Says Dave, "Being a perfect
showman who enjoys the big
occasion. Del was in his element.
" I f 1 had £1 for every
photograph taken of him by
overseas visitors. 1 would have
made a tidy sum on the day."
Dave has four salukis. Apart
from Del, who is a black fringed
fawn, there's Tsar (a black and
silver dog) and two bitches, Abi
who is cream and a red 'grizzle'
known as Thia (their full Arabic
names are too long to spell out
here).
This was not Dave's first
Cruft's success. Last year Abi
won the 'special junior' class for
salukis between 12 and 18
months old; and in 1989 she was
acclaimed as top winning saluki
pup in the British Isles in the
annual Our Dogs/Pedigree Chum
contest.
In fact, for a non-breeder with
a limited choice of show stock.
Dave considers he is fortunate to
have had such a successful show

career to date.
Three of his quartet have
gained a considerable number of
class wins and 'best puppy in
breed' awards at championship
show level as well as numerous
RCCs and CCs (challenge
certificates)— the bits of green
card that all exhibitors are after,
denoting the top dog or bitch
award and 'best of breed' awards.
Quite apart from their
perforinance in the arena, salukis
are "top dogs'. Pure aristocrats,
they are the oldest breed of
domesticated dog, and Dave
obviously feels honoured to be
owned by some!
They originated in the Middle
East (which roughly covers the
area from Iran to North Africa),
date back to 5000BC and have not
suffered any genetic defects
through breeding, Dave told us.
The saluki is the Bedouin
hunting hound, highly prized by
Arabs. It can outrun a greyhound
at more than 45mph over rough
terrain and see further than the
human eye.
Single-minded and aloof,
salukis are very selective and take
their time before admitting
anyone to their circle of friends.
But for Dave they are real
pedigree chums (no, he doesn't
feed them on that brand!).
Dave was brought up on a
farm where they used to have
mongrels, yet right from a
youngster he had liked the idea of
owning a saluki. "But it was only
in recent years that we had a place

Dave Barrett and his salnl^i foitr-in-liand enjoy a walk in the Forest.

where we could keep them," he
told us.
They are first and foremost
part of the family and they live in
(not a 'hairy' situation since they
don't have a moulting season and
great attention is paid to personal
freshness!).
No matter what the weather,
Dave walks them a mile before
coming to work, and three miles
in the evening, which is good for
his health as well.
His wife Jenny, who is equally
dedicated, cares for them while he
is at work. 'Care' includes
grooming, bathing, cleaning their
teeth and cutting their nails.
Most of Dave's holiday leave
is devoted to going to shows —
he has about 26 events lined up
for this year. At the height of the
season it averages around two or
more shows each week (Murphy's

Law decrees that they are usually
at opposite ends of the country!).
""1 must be mad to do Scotland
and back in 24 hours," says Dave.
Apart from showing his own
salukis, he judges the breed and
will be casting a critical eye over
contenders at the Royal Welsh
Agricultural Show at Builth Wells
next August.
""Don't let anybody tell you
that there is money in dog
showing. One does it solely for
the love of it, like any hobby," he
told us.
"You're driven on by the
occasion, seeing a large gathering
of your favourite breed, and
enjoying the gossip among the
regular show-goers."
Dave aims for show quality.
""But win or lose, you always take
the best dog home and look
forward to the next show."

to join their son, but in 1972 he was
back on site, working in FED. He
retired in 1979.

1951 when it was known as British
Acoustic Films and he used to work
in the former makings building on
the packing of cine projectors. He
retired in 1972. at which time he
was employed in goods inwards.

Obituaries
WE R E G R E T to report the deaths of
the following:
John Teague. suddenly on 14
January at the age of 53. John
worked on the customisation of
4050/4090 systems within recycling
department. He had been with the
compan) ^iI)cc 1964, having started
on 813 ass iibly and worked on
most of our models, chiefly in
FR&T. . \d tlshcnnan since
the age of 14, he w as well known in
match fishing circles and was
considered to be one ol' the best
anglers in the county.
Den Brown on 18 March aged
60 at Fuji Xerox. Den's 22 years
with us were spent in the
materials/supply function. From
clerical work in supply planning he
was promoted to supervisor in
production control. Appointed
manager, purchase planning at
Lydney assembly plant, he later
became materials procurement
manager for Mitcheldean small
copiers. Recendy, in addition to his
work with FX, he was in charge of

recycling and IPO prtKurement. He
made regular visits to Japan and it
was during the last of these that he
died in his sleep. Tlie current
working relationship between
Mitcheldcan and Fuji Xerox owes
much of its origin, and a great deal
of its development, to Den Brown.
Gladys Martin on 9 December
aged 86. From 1942 to 1964 she
worked in various departments but
was probably best known as
supervisor of the cleaning staff (then
part of the welfare department),
which was her job when she retired.
Ernie Blatch on 16 December at
the age of 75. He first joined the
company in London in 193H and
was one of the pioneers who came
to Mitchcldean in 1941. He became
tool room supervisor, then was
appointed chief too! engineer. Later
he headed up plant engineering and
was responsible for and involved
with the setting up of the first Xerox
assembly facility, now building 12,
in the early 1966s. In 1967 he and
his wife emigrateti to New Zealand

Hcrbie Corapton on 30
December aged 73. Having joined
us in 1951. Herbie was with us for
almost 30 years. When he retired in
1980 he was foreman of the heat
treaUnent shop (part of finishing
operations). He was also well
known in the community as
landlord of The Farmer's Boy at
Longhope. He relinquished the
licence in the late •60s and, along
with it. his participation in darts
competitions (he was at one time
one of the plant's departmental pairs
champions). Both his daughters,
Pauline and Denise. were once
employed at Mitcheldean.
Sam Taylor on 25 January at
the age of 88. A well-known
Mitcheldean character, Sam could
recall the days when the old stone
buildings in the MEW.S belonged to
a brewer), and the horse-drawn
drays came through the High Street
entrance. He joined the company in

Royston Evans on 31 January,
aged 69. He joined us in 1968 and
after taking early retirement in 1976
he worked for Remploy.
Jack Tester on 4 February aged
67. Director of the Gloucestershire
Enterprise Agency. Jack originally
joined us in April 1963. taking
charge of tool design, and five
years later was appointed chief tool
engineer and deputy chief
production engineer. In the mid-70s
he headed up manufacturing
engineering, subsequently
transferring to group staff.
In the early '80s he was
seconded to set up the G E A .
sponsored by RXMP ever since its
inception, and over the years Jack
helped to launch hundreds of small
busine.sses (some ex-RX
entrepreneurs among them).

RANK XEROX

Music and magic
mal(e tfieir day
ATTENDANCE A T the two
children's parties last Christmas
was higher than in 1989 with
some 350 youngsters having a
smashing time in the clubhouse.
There was real "animal magic'
to entertain the tinies. the
magician producing well-trained
doves and rabbits which had his
audience entranced.
I
Very popular with the older
group was the Music Man who
got the children singing and
playing whistles, drums and other
instruments while he led on the
guitar. The customary disco
siphoned oft'surplus energy.
All the youngsters were given

I

a balloon on arrival, and some of
the older ones introduced their
own brand of entertainment
involving water! But the adults
took it all in the spirit of the
season.
There were super presents for
each child to take home from
Father Christmas, and Mike Day
(a club committee member who
was ideally built for the ho. ho,
ho! role) played his part well.
A big thank you goes to all
who gave up their holiday time to
ensure our young customers went
home satisfied, and cheerfully
undertook the clearing up of the
inevitable clutter afterwards.

Anglers line up
plans for 1991
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THOUGH WE haven't featured
the RX Angling Club for some
time, it's been going along
swimmingly, current membership
standing at 28.
Ten competitions have been
held at various venues in 1990,
with Alan Simmons scoring 49
points to net the challenge cup.
In second position was Bob
Williams (46 points) while
Gordon Hemms came third with
41 points.
The heaviest fish for the
season was an 81b lOoz carp
fished out of Pixley Pool by Bob.
and the be.st specimen fish
presented at competitions was a
31b l2oz chub caught on the
River Wye at Redbrook by Keith
Parrett.
In a competition against
suppliers Micro Spring &
Presswork of Redditch, fished on
the Avon, the RX club lost by
115 points to 182.
Members did tnuch better,
losing only by 141:144, in a
return match on the Wye, and it is

intended to fish against other
vendors in the future.
Seven club fixtures at pool
venues have been arranged for
1991 (from June to September) at
Evesbatch, Leigh Sinton, Pixley
and Haygrove; venues for river
matches will be made known
later.
It is also planned to hold an
annual competition in memory of
John Teague (whose death is
reported on page 11). all the
proceeds going to the British
Heart Foundation.
This will be open to anglers
throughout the company and
RXMP have agreed to provide a
John Teague Memorial trophy.
At the annual general meeting
held on 21 January, Keith Parrett
was elected chairman. Colin
Phelps secretary, Jerry Hatch
match secretary and Steve
Zimmermann treasurer, with
Dave Williams and Gordon
Hemms forming a fund-raising
committee.

Third time
TWELVE HARDENED anglers
assembled on the banks of the
river Wye in Hereford at 8am on
16 February for the RX Angling
Club's annual 'Christmas Match'.
Twice before we had been
foiled in our attempts to hold this
competition nearer the festive
holiday — once because the river
was in flood and once because of
the much publicised 'adverse
weather' (about 5in. of snow and
sub-zero temperatures).
The morning was slightly
misty but positively spring-like
compared with the previous
week's temperatures, promising a
good day's fi.shing.
The draw for pegs took place
at 8.30am amid rumours that two
committee members who lived

lucky

locally had been pre-baiting
swims to ensure good catches.
These rumours were totally
unfounded and the fact that the
club secretary and I live near
Hereford had nothing to do with
it!
The match itself lasted from
9am to 1.30pm with prizes for all
competitors. Jerry Hatch came
first and Gordon Hemms second
with Alan Simmons in third place.
Apart from the local rowing
club causing some consternation
by stopping their 20ft long craft
about 6ft away from a competitor
for an impromptu discussion on
the finer points of rowing, an
enjoyable time was had by all.

Keith Parrett, chairman

